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I created my final google form for my students this semester. My goal was to 
gather data on my students’ ideation, creativity, engagement and interests in relation to 
their choice art projects. I felt pretty familiar with google forms because I have used it 
this semester already. However, I knew that I could learn more about it. I am glad I 
watched the video The New Google Forms to refresh myself on google forms. I 
discovered that there are a lot more different types of questions one can ask and it 
makes it so one can essentially truly ask anything you want and need to. I also learned 
about the required button, which was very essential for the survey I wanted to create.  

 I read Technology and Classroom Data by Barbara Kurshan where Kurshan 
discusses that education technology should be innovative opposed to solely being a 
substitute to instruction. Specifically, it could be innovative by making classroom 
learning and instruction faster and simpler. Google forms absolutely makes data happen 
faster and simpler. Kurshan also mentions that assessment/teachers can “learn the 
learner.” With educational technology assessment we can learn about how the learner 
thinks and solves problems. With my google form I learn about my students by 
collecting data on their preferences in the art classroom, their engagement level in 
projects, and their struggles and strengths.  

Also, the US Department of Education’s National Technology Plan: Section 4 has 
an awesome infographic on traditional assessment vs next generation and the 
differences among accessibility, feedback, pathways and more. Google forms 
transforms all of those to more real time, adaptive and universally designed assessment 
types. I often get frustrated with technology being a bit of a learning curve at times, 
however I do not feel that way at all with google forms. I think it is very fast, effective, 
and allows for student voice and choice with an end result of effective data. It makes the 
teacher’s life better and easier, too.  
 
 

https://forms.gle/BfAzK2GdGWssEDrR8

